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Egudo derived some duality theorems for Multi-objective programs using the 
concept of efficiency coupled with some generalized convexity assumptions on the 
objective and constraint functions. The main results of the present work can be 
thought of as extensions of the results of Egudo in the context of multi-objective 
fractional programs. ‘c: 1991 Academx Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following multi-objective fractional progamming 
problem 
(VFP) 
Minimize f*(x) fi(-K) .f&) -- - 
g,(-u)’ g*(.r)’ ...’ gp(x) > (1) 
subject o h(x) d 0. 
Corresponding to (VFP) we have a parametric multi-objective program- 
ming (VFP),. of the following type 
WFP), 
Minimize (fib) - uI g,(-~)A.~) - u2 g2(-~L,fp(x) - Llpgp(x)) 
subject o h(x) d 0. 
(2) 
The dual of (VFP), can be given as follows 
(VFD) 
Maximize (u,, u2, . . . . zip) 
subject to V{r’(f(u) - v’g(u)) + p’h(u)} =0 (3) 
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h(“)-uigi(u)20 (4) 
pTh(u)20 (5) 
TiaO, i = 1, 2, . . . . P, i$, Ti = 1, VERP,, PERm,. (6) 
The functions fi: R” -+ R, gi: R” + R and h : R + R”, for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . P are 
assumed to be differentiable. 
We give some preliminary definitions and results from [3] which are 
used subsequently in our later results. 
DEFINITION 1. A feasible solution is efficient for (VFP) if and only if 
there is no other feasible solution I for (VFP) such that for some 
iE P= 1, 2, . . . . P 
filx) fitxo) 
g,(x) < gitxo 1 
and 
fib) &(x0) 
gjtx) gj(“O 1’ 
for all Jo P. 
(7) 
For maximization problem the signs in the inequalities (7) and (8) can be 
reversed. 
The following lemma connecting (VFP) and (VFP), has been proved 
in [l]. 
LEMMA 1. Let x0 be an efficient solution to (VFP). Then there exists 
VE RT such that x0 is efficient to program (VFP),. 
Geoffrion [4] characterized proper efficiency of a multi-objective 
programming by the following lemma. Such characterization is used for 
strong duality results derived later in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. rf for some fixed II E 0 E RP, x0 solves the single objective 
program 
(Pi) 
Minimize A’f(x) 
subject to h(x) < 0; 
Then x0 isproperly efficientfor (VFP), whereg,(x) = 1,for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . P. 
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A necessary and sufficient condition which characterizes efficient solu- 
tions of (VFP) with g,(x) = 1. for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . P can be given as follows 
(see [2] or [7]). 
LEMMA 3. A point x0 is an @cient solution for (VFP) if and on&l lf.? 
solves 
P,(EO) 
Minimizef,(x) 
subject tof,(x) G&(X’), forall j#k, h(.u)<O: 
.for each k = 1, 2, . . . . P. 
Remark. For Theorem 3 in the section on strong duality theorem we 
shall use Lemma 3 with fis replaced by L./g,. 
2. DUALITY RESULTS 
Some duality theorems of weak and strong type connecting (VFP), and 
(VFD) have been derived next with the beginning result which assumes the 
functionf;(x), -g,(x), and h,(x) to be convex for 1 Q iQ P and 1 <j< nr. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that all feasible x jbr (VFP),. and all feasible 
(u, 5,~) for (VFD), fi--Vigr, i= 1, 2, . . . . P and h.,, j = 1, 2, . . . . m are convex 
functions. Zf also either (a) ~~ > 0 all i = 1, 2, . . . . P or (b) xr=, si(fi( .) - 
v, gi(. )) + c,“= , yjgi( . ) is strictly convex at u, then theLfoNowing cannot hold 
fro 6 V. 
&I ’ 
for all j E P = 1, 2, . . . . P 
and 
for some i E P. 
(9) 
(10) 
Proof. Suppose contrary to the result that (9) and (10) hold. Then 
since x is feasible for (VFP),, and y 2 0, (9) and (10) imply 
fj(-U) - Ojgi(X) G 0 forall jEP 
and 
fj(sy)- vi gi(x) <O for some i E P. 
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respectively. Now hypothesis (a) and Cr=, ri = 1 imply 
j, ri(fi(*y) - t’igi(-x)) < O. (11) 
Also from (4), (5), (6), and (11) we have 
i Ti(fi(x) - Oigitx)) + f ,ihj(dK) 
i= I j=l 
< f Ti(fi(“)-uigi(u)) + f Yjhjtu)* (12) 
i= 1 j=l 
Since fi- u,g, and hi are convex and ti > 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . P, y z 0, it now 
follows from (12) that 
(X-~)‘(~~i{V~(~)-..Vp,(~)) +VJl’h(U) ~0, 
) 
which contradicts (3 ). 
(13) 
Case (b) can be proved similarly. 
Using p-convexity we can obtain a weak duality theorem for a fractional 
programming problem as follows. 
DEFINITION. A functionf: R” + R is said to be p-convex [S, 63 if there 
exists a real number p such that for each x, u E R” and 0 -$,I < 1, 
f(~x+(1-n)u)~n(x)+(1-n)f(u)-pl(l-~)IIx-u112. 
For a differentiable function f: R” + R, f is p-convex if and only if for all 
x, u E R” 
f(x)-f(u)~(X-U)‘Vf(U)+p IIX--ul12. 
For p > 0 then f is said to be strongly convex; and if p is negative then f 
is said to be weakly convex. 
THEOREM 2. (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible c for (VFP), 
and all feasible (u, t, y) for (VFD), fi- v,g, are pi-convex and hi, 
j = 1, 2, . . . . m are uj-convex. If also either 
(a) ti > 0 for all i = 1,2, . . . . m andxrCl tiP,+~,~~,yjojbOor 
(b) xi’=, ripi+Cim_, yjujiO. 
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Then the .following cannot hold 
and 
fro < L). 
g;(.u) ’ 
forall jEP= {1,2,..., P) 
f,(*y) ‘-<c. 
g,(.u) ’ 
for some iEP. 
(14) 
(15) 
Proof Suppose contrary to the result that (14) and (15) hold. Then 
since .Y is feasible for (VFP),. and J’> 0, (14) and (15) imply that 
.f;(S) - L’jgj(“) Go, for all .jE P (16) 
and 
f~~(x)-cigj~(x)<o, for some i, E P. (17) 
Now if hypothesis (a) holds, then from ri > 0 for all ie P, (16) and (17) we 
obtain 
1 Ti(fi(X)-Uig,(-K)) CO. (18) 
From (4), (5), (6), and (18) we obtain 
i= I ,=I 
,,I 
+ C Jjhj(X)- i );h,(u) < 0. (19) 
J = I /=I 
Now from (19), pi+onvexity off, - vi g, and orconvexity of hJs we obtain 
1 TiV(f,(U)-Uig;(U) +V C>lih.j(u) 
>( > 
2 ripi+ i 4;a, 
r=l j=l 
By hypothesis (a) this implies that 
5 r,V(f,(u)-qg;(u,)+~Wh(u) <O (20) 
i=l 
which contradicts (3). 
The proof for the case (b) is achieved in a similar fashion. 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume that weak duality (Theorem 1 or 2) holds 
between (VFP), and (VFD). Zf (MO, to, y”, vo) is feasible for (VFD) and u” 
is feasible for (VFP), with u” =f(u’)/g(u’), then u” is efficient for (VFP), 
and (MO, to, JI’, 0’) is efficient for (VFD). 
THEOREM 3 (Strong Duality). Let x0 be a efficient point for (VFP) 
and assume x0 satisfies a constraint qualification for P,(x” ) (see remark 
following Lemma 3) for at least one k = 1, 2, . . . . P; then there exists to E RP, 
,I” E R”, and u. E RP such that (x0, TO, y”, uo) is feasible for (VFD). If also 
weakly dualit-y (Theorem 1 or 2) holds between (VFP),. and (VFD) then 
(x0, to, y”, uo) is efficient for (VFD). 
The proof of Theorem 3 can be given on similar lines as that of [3, 
Theorem 31. 
3. WEAK AND STRONG DUALITY RELATIONS 
In this section we give some weak and strong duality relations between 
programs (VFP), and (VFD) under some pseudoconvexity/strictly 
pseudoconvexity assumption on the objective functions and quasiconvexity 
assumptions on the constraint functions. 
THEOREM 4 (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible x for (VFP), 
and all feasible (u, t, u) for (VFD), y’h( . ) is quasiconvex at u. If also any of 
the following holds 
(4 T~>O, ViEP= (1, 2, . . . . P}, and fj-uigi, i= 1, 2, . . . . P are 
pseudoconuex at u; 
(b) ti>OforalliEPandCr,(fi(.)-vigi(.))ispseudoconuexatu; 
(c) Cr= 1 zi(f.(.)-g,( .)) is strictly pseudoconuex at u, then the 
following cannot hold 
fMGu, 
g,(x) ” 
VjEP={1,2,...,P} 
and 
f&,u, 
g,(x) 10 ’ 
for some i. E P. 
(21) 
(22) 
Proof For each feasible x for (VFP), and each feasible (u, T, y) for 
(VFD) we have 
y’h(x) - y’h(u) < 0. 
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Since ?,‘/I(. ) is quasiconvex at u, we have 
(23) 
Applying (21) to (3 ), we obtain 
i-u--Y i r;vi.~~(u)-u;g,(u))~o. (24) ,=, 
Now suppose contrary to the result of the theorem that (21) and (22) hold. 
If T, > 0, for all i E P = 1, 2, . . . . P, then (21) and (22) imply that 
Ti(.&) - qg,i.u)) GO for all .je P (25) 
and 
Ti~(Lo(x) - uiogi~(-y) < O, for some i, E P. (26) 
Equations (25) and (26) also imply that 
i Ti(f,(X) - U, g,(X) < 0. 
r=l 
(27) 
BY (4), 
i Tt(.fi(*y) - ui g’ t(X)< i Ti(fdU)-u,g,(U)). (281 
:=l r=l 
BY hypothesis (a) since .fi(. ) - D, gi(. ) are pseudoconvex, (28) it implies 
than 
i T,V(~~(u)-uig,(u)-r;g;(u) 
> 
<o, (29) 
i= I 
contradicting (24). 
By hypothesis (b), i.e., I:= 1 ti(fi( .)- ui gj( .)) is pseudoconvex at U, 
(28) implies (29), again contradicting (24). 
From ri> 0, i= 1, 2, . . . . P, (25) and (26) we obtain 
ii, Ti(f,(-x) -ui g,(X)) G i T/(.f,(u) - L’t g;(U)) (30) 
i= I 
and by hypothesis (c), i.e., xr=, ~~(fi( .) - tji gi(. )) is strictly pseudoconvex. 
(28) which implies (29), again contradicting (24). 
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COROLLARY 4. Assume weak duality (Theorem 4) holds between (VFP), 
and (VFD). Zf (a’, TO, y”, 11~) isfeasible for (VDP) such that u” is feasible 
for (VFP), (where uo= (f(u”)/g(u’)/g(u’))) then u” is efficient for (VFP),. 
and (a’, TO, y”, u. ) is efficient for (VDP). 
THEOREM 5 (Strong Duality). Let x0 be efficient for (VFP) and assume 
that x0 satisfies a constraint qualification [3] for P,(E’) for at least one 
k = 1, 2, . . . . p (see also remark following Lemma 3). Then there exists 
TO E RP, y” E R”, and u. E R: such that (x0, TO, y”, vo) is feasible for (VDP). 
Zf also weak duality (Theorem 4) holds between (VFP),, and (VDP) then 
(x0, TO, J”, 00) is efficient for (VDP). 
The proof of Theorem 5 is analogous to Theorem 3. 
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